Abstract-In this paper, a new stable dual-wavelength erbium fiber ring laser for remote temperature measurements is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The sensing element is composed of two fiber Bragg gratings and sensor interrogation is achieved with a dual-wavelength erbium fiber ring laser. This configuration is made by creating two symmetrical laser cavities with similar optical power. This topology allows the performance of two laser emission lines in single-longitudinal mode (SLM) and with power instability lower than 0.23 dB, and an optical signal-tonoise ratio higher than 30 dB for all the emitted wavelengths. The application of this system for remote temperature measurements has been demonstrated even though the SLM regime cannot be maintained.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIWAVELENGTH erbium-doped fiber (EDF) ringlasers operating in the wavelength around 1550 nm have attracted much interest. For example, they are useful for many applications in optical fiber sensing and sensor network schemes. Moreover, they can provide the necessary light sources for wavelength division multiplexing systems (WDM) [1] . To achieve multiwavelength laser operation, different methods such as EDF amplifiers (EDFAs) [2] - [4] , semiconductor optical amplifiers [5] , and Raman amplifiers [6] - [8] have been investigated. Unfortunately, to get stable fiber-ring lasers is not easy, because these lasers are made by a rather long cavity length and consequently narrow longitudinal mode spacing. Due to the homogeneous gain broadening of the EDF at room temperature, it is necessary to improve the inhomogeneity and suppress the mode hopping between the adjacent modes.
Single-longitudinal-mode (SLM) EDF lasers are good optical sources for generating dual-wavelengths due to their wide gain bandwidth and high extinction ratio [9] - [14] .
Several approaches have been employed to implement SLM operation in EDFLs, such as short linear cavity distributed Bragg reflector fiber lasers [15] , fiber distributed feedback lasers [16] and fiber ring lasers with different ring-cavity configurations [17] , [18] . However, fiber ring lasers are the most outstanding among all because they can offer higher output power. Nevertheless, the fiber ring laser generates an enormous number of longitudinal modes inside the erbium gain profile due to the required intracavity optical components, connecting fibers, and a rather long cavity length. Thus, fiber ring lasers usually perform unstably with a larger linewidth due to the multimode oscillation, mode competition, and mode-hopping. The laser output power stability usually depends on many parameters like the EDF lengths, the coupling ratio on the output and the total cavity length [2] , [19] - [24] . However, it can be improved through an appropriate choice of laser parameters.
Many techniques have been proposed to achieve stable dualwavelength oscillations, such as using nonlinear effects by incorporating high nonlinear photonic crystal fiber [25] , or by using a semiconductor optical amplifier in the ring cavity [26] , or by inserting a phase modulator into the laser cavity [27] , and recent results that achieve stable dual-wavelength are mostly based on the principle of spatial hole burning (SHB) [28] , [29] .
In this paper, a stable dual-wavelength erbium fiber ring laser (EDF) at room temperature is demonstrated. It is based on the annihilation of the mode competition by using optical feedback. When the power thresholds at two different wavelengths are adjusted by turning the VAs, the laser can operate in SLM regime. And the dual-wavelength is selected by the fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs). The proposed scheme was validated for temperature sensing, showing a linear behavior. Finally, it was demonstrated the possible application of this system for remote sensing. Nevertheless, in this configuration SLM regime is no longer achieved due to the long cavity.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Experimental Ring Laser Setup
In this work, a dual-wavelength EDF-ring laser is proposed and demonstrated. As shown in Fig. 1 , the laser includes two symmetrical fiber-ring cavities with a length of 14 m. A threeport circulator and two FBGs centered at 1550 and 1555 nm, with reflectivities of 98%, are used in both cavities. In this configuration, variable optical attenuators (VOAs) and circulators are also used in the two laser cavities. The objective of the VOAs is to control the reflection spectra of the (FBGs). By using two three-port circulators and two 3-dB couplers in this scheme, it was possible to include the two FBGs into the laser cavities. Through the use of circulators, it was not necessary to introduce isolators inside the cavities.
The FBGs were connected in a reverse way to the circulators to obtain an independent control of the system's power equalization. Thus, in the first cavity laser, the first FBG was tuned at 1550 nm, whereas the second one was centered at 1555 nm. Therefore, the variable attenuator VA1 controlled the gain at λ2 and the second attenuator VA2 only affected to λ1. Thereby, in order to achieve equal power in both laser cavities the losses at VA1 were fixed to 0.56 dB, while the attenuation of VA2 was adjusted to 0.25 dB.
The gain of the fiber laser was provided by a 7 m-long highly EDF (Er-30 by Liekki, with an absorption of 30 dB/m at λ = 1530 nm). The main ring cavity is composed of a 980/1550 nm WDM used to introduce 70 mW of optical pump power from a 980 nm laser diode. The laser output power leaving the cavity was measured using a 90:10 optical coupler. An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with highest spectral resolution of 0.01 nm, was used to extract the 10% power of this ring. The 90% power coming from the coupler was redirected to a 3 dB optical coupler, whose two output terminals were connected to port number 1 of every circulator, giving rise to the two cavity lasers.
Actually, the two circulators had different uses: on one hand, they were used to guide both emission lines inside the ring cavities, and on the other hand, they isolated any reflections from the laser cavities, ensuring unidirectional operation and avoiding the SHB effect. Every fiber termination was immersed in refractive-index-matching gel to avoid undesirable reflections.
Finally, another 3 dB optical coupler was used to group the two lasing lines and to introduce the power to the WDM.
B. Remote Sensing With Lasers
To demonstrate the applicability of this system for remote sensing, a new fiber ring laser is proposed. As shown in Fig. 2 , this setup incorporated a fiber lead of 50 km of standard singlemode fiber after the two three-port circulators. This fiber spool simulates a 50 km long remote system. In this way, the light through both cavities is coupled into the ring. As in the previous case, the spectrum reflected from the sensors is amplified by a 7 m-long EDF before it is directed to the ring. The output of the laser is monitored by an OSA, which is connected to the 10% port of a 90:10 coupler. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Ring Laser Setup
The output spectrum of the proposed dual-wavelength fiber ring laser is shown in Fig. 3(a) . These results are measured with a resolution of 0.01 nm. This spectrum corresponds to the reflection bands of the two FBGs when the pump power was 70 mW and when the power in both lasing circulation path and feedback path was equalized. The power obtained from the two channels was around −23 dBm, giving OSNRs higher than 30 dB. An interesting aspect to emphasize from Fig. 3(a) is that the proposed scheme is a very low noise topology because the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is filtered in the circulators of both cavities. This is an important advantage over other lasers proposed [6] , [8] , [26] , [28] .
The circulator bandwidths are from 1520 to 1610 nm, so that most part of the ASE was filtered.
In this setup, the VOAs are used to adjust the reflection of the FBGs, so that they can equalize the power into the cavities. As a result, the dual laser is uniformly and stably created, giving the output spectra of Fig. 3(a) .
The system was tested as temperature sensor. Therefore, the wavelength of the FBG centered at 1555 nm was studied versus temperature variations. In this way, it was placed inside a climatic chamber and temperature cycles from 25 to 70°C with a 5°C step were performed. Fig. 3(b) represents the results obtained for the emission line located at 1555 nm. The wavelength's variation goes from 0.12 nm at 30 ºC to 0.45 nm at 70 ºC, so that there is a variation of 330 nm in 40 ºC, which means an average variation of approximately 8 pm/ºC. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the wavelength increment was approximately 8 pm/°C and an error factor R 2 = 0.9741 was obtained. This indicates that this structure behaves properly and measures correctly temperature variations, as expected. Thus, this analysis is in good accordance with previous works [18] , [30] .
The difference between Figs. 1 and 2 of this paper and Figs. 1 and 2 of the work shown in [18] is that in the paper presented here there are two ring cavities created, where the light goes only in one direction, due to the use of circulators. It should be pointed out that in this case there are two symmetrical rings. In the figures of reference [18] there are also two ring cavities, but one of them, the feedback one, enables the circulation of light in forward and reverse directions, so the control of light is more complicated.
Finally, the instability of this dual-laser over time has been studied. In this way, the laser has been tested during a period of 120 min at room temperature and the measured data have been stored every 1 min. The peak-power evolution of the two emission lines was recorded every minute for 2 h as shown in Fig. 4 . The instability was 0.22 and 0.38 dB for the emission lines centered at 1550 and 1555 nm, respectively. Therefore, the proposed EDFLs can be operated uniformly and stably.
When the feedback path and the lasing circulation path present the same output power, the laser behaves with SLM operation (as shown in Fig. 5 ). This is made by using a VA to control the two lasing wavelengths. Therefore, they oscillate simultaneously with similar output powers in both cavities. As was demonstrated in Ref [31] for a different cavity´s configuration, this equalization leads to SLM operation of the laser. Fig. 5 shows the optical spectrum measured at a highresolution Brillouin optical spectrum analyzer (BOSA OPT100 from Aragon Photonics) with a resolution of 0.08 pm. All the lasing signals present a SLM operation.
As shown in the experimental results, optical feedback provides some important advantages for lasers operating in SLM, such as an increase in the power stability, and a noticeable linewidth narrowing. This is a crucial advantage over some previously reported lasers in the literature [12] , [32] . It is worth mentioning that the main improvement of the feedback is that allows the system to work in a stable regime, and what is more, without the feedback path the equalization of the emission lines is not possible. The feedback path is the ring that gives stability to the system, as was previously demonstrated in [33] .
B. Remote Sensing With Lasers
The output spectrum of the proposed remote dual-wavelength fiber ring laser is shown in Fig. 6 . It corresponds to the reflection bands of the two FBGs when the pump power was 200 mW and when power equalization was obtained in both lasing circulation path and optical path. The measured power of the two channels was around −35 dBm, obtaining SNRs higher than 13 dB.
In order to check the remote-sensing ability of the system, a temperature measurement was performed with it. Due to the length of the new structure, the single-mode behavior of the laser is lost. Nevertheless, a good OSNR is still achieved. In this case, an available 50 km fiber reel was used to simulate a 50 km remote measurement. Owing to the non-uniform ASE spectrum of the EDF, there is a change in the output power of the laser when the temperature changes. The temperature experiment was as follows: one of the reflective FBGs was located in a climatic chamber. Therefore, the lasing wavelength provides a measure of the temperature. The rest of the components of the setup are kept at room temperature. As before, the chamber temperature is adjusted from 25 to 70°C with a 5°C step. The variation of the 1555 nm wavelength according to the chamber temperature is represented in Fig. 7 . As shown in this figure, the change of the lasing wavelength is linear to the temperature change. Moreover, the temperature sensitivity of the sensor is 9.4 pm/°C for the FBG of 1555 nm, which means that this structure measures correctly temperature variations.
IV. CONCLUSION
A novel configuration of a stable dual EDF ring laser based on optical feedback has been demonstrated. The laser employs two FBGs to select the operation wavelengths and as sensing elements. They were connected in a reverse way to the circulators to obtain an independent control of the system's power equalization. Moreover, the proposed scheme is a very low noise topology because the ASE is filtered in the circulators of both cavities. By equalizing the power of the lasing circulation path and the feedback path the laser operates in SLM regime. The inclusion of the feedback path generates a double co-propagating ring cavity. It is very remarkable that the main enhancement of the system is that without the feedback path the equalization of the emission lines is not possible. Finally, the application of this system for remote temperature measurements has been demonstrated. It shows a sensitivity of 9.4 pm/°C over the temperature range from 25 to 70°C when the sensing distance is about 50 km.
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